
      

Paris — A comparison with London 

Year 6 — KNOWLEDGE MAT 

Learning Journey 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

 Look at different coun-
tries and talk about the 
differences they have 
experienced / seen. 

Know the key differ-

ences between the city 

and the country.  

Kentish High Street:   

local area study 

United Kingdom 

UK and Jamaica study 

Going Underground: 

local area study 

 

Hampstead Heath  

 North America  

Brazil 

Rivers: settlements 
NW5 — My  London 

Comparing geographical features  

PARIS LONDON 

Paris — River Seine London — River Thames 

  

Le Tour Eiffel Houses of Parliament—Big Ben 

  

Notredame Cathedral St Pauls Cathedral 

  

Map of key landmarks in Paris 



Vocabulary  

arrondissement A district within a French city. 

borough A district within a British city. 

plains A large area of flat land with few trees  

topographical 
Accurate representation of the physical features of 

an area.  

landmark 

An object or feature of a landscape or town that is 

easily seen and recognised from a distance, espe-

cially one that enables someone to work out their 

location  

cultural            

attractions 

A tourist attraction is a place of interest that tour-

ists visit  

Delineated 

 
Shows the exact position of (a border or boundary).  

administrative         

regions  
Different parts of the same country (France). 

infographics 
A visual representation of information or dat.a  

 

thematic map 

A type of map that shows the geographic pattern 

of a  particular subject matter (theme) in a geo-

graphic area -   geographic features that are not 

naturally visible, such as temperature, language, or 

population.  

scale 

A ratio of size in a map, model, drawing, or plan. 

The ratio of the distance on the map to the dis-

tance on the ground.  

itinerary A planned route or journey.  

annotation 
A note on a picture or text to explain or comment 

on something. 

soundscape 

A work of art that puts sounds together to create a 

finished project.  

 

Key Learning 

The country of France is in the continent of Europe, to the south of the United Kingdom.  

67.97 million people live in France, compared to the 66.97 million who live in the UK. 

The capital city of France is Paris. It has a population of 2.16 million people compared to 8.98 million 

who live in London. 

The River Seine is an iconic landmark that runs through Paris which has 37 bridges that cross it.  

The River Thames, the river that runs through London, has 35 bridges that cross it.   

Both are very large, busy cities that are split into different boroughs. London has 32 boroughs and Paris 

has 20 ‘arrondissements’.  

Both Paris and London are located in a temperate climate zone, but Paris is warmer than London.  

January average temperature in 7ºC in Paris, and 5ºC in London. In July the average in Pair is 25ºC and 

19ºC in London   

There are many ways to travel between the UK and France. These include the Eurostar Train, flying, Eu-

rotunnel, ferry (car, coach, bike, bicycle, walk). 

The French flag is 

called the tricolore.  

A map of France 


